IEEE P802.11

Wireless LANs

Venue

The May 1992, intermediate, session of meetings of IEEE P802.11 will be held at

The Holiday Inn Leiden
Haagsche Schouwweg 10
2332 PG Leiden
Phone (International) +31 71 355555
Fax (International) +31 71 355553
Phone (National) (071) 355555
Fax (National) (071) 355553

Contact: Mr. Vic Hayes
Phone: +31 3402 76528
FAX: +31 3402 39125

Starting: Monday, May 11, 1992, 8:30 am
through to: Thursday, May 14, 1992, 5:00 pm

Participants are to share the meeting cost currently estimated to be US$ 50.00.

Accommodation

Overnight guest rooms at the rate of NLG 210.00 (including tax) /night /family have been reserved subject to personal confirmation as soon as possible with the correct group reference. Breakfast buffet is NLG 20.00/person.

Rooms not confirmed in time have a higher rate and/or may not be available, because May is a very good season, especially because this May a world famous open-air exhibition "The Floriade" will draw many tourists.

Reservations

Make your own reservation by fax and guaranteed with a credit card number to the hotel as soon as possible, but long before April 1, 1992, indicating:

* Day of arrival
* Day of departure
* Smoking or non-smoking room required

* Reference: IEEE-P-802.11
Directions

Transportation

Public Transportation.

The public transportation is very good in the Netherlands. As the meeting place is less than 2 miles from the heart of the old-dutch town Leiden (residence of the oldest university of the Netherlands), where there is virtually no parking space, we recommend that you use the public transportation system.

From Schiphol Airport (the airport of Amsterdam) by train:

Go to the railway station on the premises of the airport and buy 1) a one way train ticket to Leiden (about NLG 7.25), 2) a "trein-taxi" ticket (NLG 5.--), and 3) a "national strippenkaart, 15 strippen" (about NLG 9.--).

The trein taxi is a taxi system that combines rides to a certain area. In the worst case you have to wait for 10 minutes for additional passengers. You have to buy a "trein taxi" ticket together with the train ticket. The driver is entitled to ask you for your train ticket before accepting you.

The strippenkaart can be used for 7 times bus fare between the meeting place and the station (town center).

Now proceed to the platform marked "spoor 3". There are 4 trains per hour (Between 1 am and 6 am one per hour). The ride takes about 15 minutes; exit at Leiden.

On the station proceed to the exit (Centrum) and find on the outside a sign post "treintaxi". Take the cab from there.

From Schiphol Airport (the airport of Amsterdam) by car:

Take from the exit of the airport the A4 in the direction Den Haag, take the A44 direction Den Haag/Leiden-West. Go off the freeway on exit Leiden/Utrecht and make a left direction Leiden. At the first traffic light make a right turn. The hotel is on the right hand side of this road. The hotel has free parking space for 300 cars. (this journey takes about 15 minutes)

Bus service between hotel and Leiden:

Bus line 43. Journey time about 10 minutes. Either the driver will cancel 2 strips each journey or you must do it yourself at a device in the bus.

Schedule from the train station in Leiden: 5 minutes and 35 minutes past the hour.
First bus 6:05 am
Last bus 0:05 am

Schedule from the hotel: 16 minutes and 46 minutes past the hour.
First bus: 6:46 am
Last bus 0:16 am

See you there!